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In the Playground of the Porcellizzo

The majority of British visitors to the head of the Bregaglia's Porcellizzo
valley arrive tired but outrageously happy. They have just completed a
much sought after north-south traverse of the Piz Badile, either via its
elegant and ultra-classic North Ridge or the world famous Cassin route
on the NE face.

Most will make the lengthy journey back to the campsites of Bondo or
Vicosoprano in a bit of a daze, having failed to notice the somewhat shorter
though equally fine climbing to be found on the sunny Italian side of the
range. Here the granite is almost universally golden brown and has none
of the rockfall scars that are clearly visible on several peaks above the Swiss
Bondasca or Albigna valleys. Indeed, on a number of routes the granite is
of a quality rarely surpassed elsewhere in the Alps.

In high season the Gianetti hut will generally be full of gregarious
Italians; for the Badile, although by no means the highest peak in the
region, exerts an overwhelming magnetism towards the majority of visit
ing Alpinists, and the S face, which begins less than one hour's gentle
boulder-hopping above the hut, provides the easiest route to, and descent
from, the summit. Its original ascent in 1867 also marked the first of many
significant contributions to Alpine history by a certain W A B Coolidge,
when he was a mere 16 years of age. In contrast to the hustle of summer,
the joys of autumn in the Bregaglia can include the apparent non-existence
of other climbers and an atmospheric clarity rarely encountered during
July and August.

With this reasoning I persuaded non-Alpinist but experienced rock
climber and close neighbour, Peter Hargreaves, to forsake both his wife
and the comforts of the Miner's Arms, in order to travel to Milan in late
October. Subsequently, we were ferried by public transport to a pleasantly
lifeless San Martino, after which we had to walk. Limited to only eight
days on the hill, our sacks should have felt manageable. In retrospect the
combined amount of food and spirit carried (the latter for Peter, you
understand) would probably have kept us in good shape fQr well over
two weeks, and not surprisingly we had made little impression on the
lower Porcellizzo before darkness fell.

We slept out that night under a clear, still sky. Despite an altitude of
merely 1800m our water bottles (though not the duty-free whisky) were
well frozen by the following morning, but the brilliant sunlight, truly
enhancing the autumnal colours, soon warmed our bodies as we soldiered
northwards towards unfamiliar granite spires. Only a lavishly constructed
path gave any hint of the popularity of this location during the summer
months.
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We had been enjoying this marvellous solitude for more than an hour
when, much to our surprise, snippets of conversation came floating down
on the cool breeze. A few minutes later and we were off-loading our sacks
onto some convenient lumps of granite and engaging in cheerful conver
sation with a thirty-something German couple. They were on their way
home to Stuttgart after a cold night in the hut and an early morning spent
taking photographs for a forthcoming magazine feature. The woman was
attractive and quiet, letting the man do the talking in almost perfect
English. He seemed eager to impart his extensive local knowledge and
swamped us with facts, only two of which stayed in my mind.

'The superb granite slabs of the Mello valley may attract a wide interna
tional audience,' he stated with Teutonic authority, 'but very few climbers
other than Italians make it up to the mountains on this side of the range.'

We talked loosely around vague objectives, but I could see he had some
thing more positive in mind. Suddenly his eyes narrowed and he looked
at me with an expression that implied I should take his next statement
very seriously.

'If the weather stays fair, you must, you simply must, do the Vinci route
on the Cengalo: it's one of the finest rock climbs in the Central Alps.'

I should add that, part-way through our conversation, he had delved
into his sack and produced a plastic bottle, three-quarters full of Italian
red wine. We accepted out of politeness, of course, but the result, on almost
empty stomachs, was devastating. It took another four staggering hours
to reach the haven of the Rifugio Attilio Piacco which forms the small but
comfortable winter refuge for the rather grandiose edifice of the CAI's
Gianetti hut.

The weather did indeed remain fine and an ascent of the easy Piz
Porcellizzo rewarded us with stupendous views of autumn clarity along
the whole Alpine chain; from glimpses of the Brenta rock towers and
Adamello ice cap, through the Pennine and Ecrins massifs, to the faintly
discernible form of distant Monte Viso. We began next day with an ascent
of the Direct SSE Pillar of the Punta Torelli, making a classic British Alpine
start by leaving the hut shortly after midday. In late October the amount
of daylight is limited: so, not surprisingly, twilight descended whilst we
were stumbling back across the moraine.

The Pillar is a highly recommendable outing, given to us by the well
known local activist Carlo Mauri in 1955. Originally V+ and AI, it has
long been climbed without aid, and the hardest move - a left-facing layback
round a small roof - now just warrants VI. The entire crux pitch is steep,
intricate, on wonderful rock and finishes with an exposed belay. Best stop
here, even though the stance is hard to find; to continue would lead to
serious rope drag. The penultimate pitch is a steepish slab on typically
compact, knobbly Bregaglia granite. I suppose it is about 20m high, but it
feels more and was avoided on all the early ascents. It may be only V, but
there is not a glimmer of protection, so don't even contemplate falling.

South of the Torelli and quite close to the hut lies the dramatic mono
lith of the Torre Vecchia. Who could resist an ascent to its spectacular
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summit? The appearance of utter inaccessibility when viewed from the
hut is deceptive. To the north an almost horizontal ridge runs into the
boulder slopes of the Torelli and gives an easy scramble to the top. Not
surprisingly, there are lines all over its steep faces of clean golden granite,
but the classic is still the 150m SE Pillar climbed solo in 1954 by Giulio
Fiorelli from San Martino. It gives four pitches of excellent climbing with
maximum difficulties of V.

The next two days were frustrating. Cloud shrouded the peaks, though
fortunately produced little more than a slight snow flurry. By the second
afternoon the sun was beginning to break weakly through the murk and
we ventured south on the Sentiero Roma - the popular high-level route
that makes a magnificent west-east traverse below the frontier ridge, cross
ing no less than seven cols. An hour and a half later saw us and the slowly
improving weather reach the Barbacan South Pass. Below lay the locked
and shuttered Omio hut, and close by the local aiguille - Punta Milan. The
latter had always appeared quite spectacular in photographs, bearing a
strong resemblance to the more famous Dibona or Aiguille de la Tsa. At
close quarters it seemed surprisingly small and not a little vegetated. Yet it
is still an elegant, airy summit and should be reached via the classic Ho
Chi Minh route (IV+) on the SE face.

We turned to the Cima del Barbacan and reached its exposed summit
via a frightening series of fearsome moves over large wet blocks and slip
pery grass. They tell me it's II+ in the dry.

A starlit night gave way to a crisp clear morning and we took this oppor
tunity to head for the Cengalo. The S ridge presents a magnificent fin of
golden granite leading to the south summit or Punta Angela. It is possi
ble to climb the entire ridge from its base: a 25-pitch undertaking that few
parties complete. Normally the crest is reached at about one-third height,
leaving 13 pitches that include both the main difficulties and the finest
climbing. This section was first led directly along the crest by the brilliant
but little known Italian Alpinist, Alfonso Vinci, at the start of the Second
World War. A short career in high-standard climbing resulted in several
major Bregaglia and Dolomite routes, before he turned his adventurous
instincts towards other forms of exploration and headed off to the Amazon
jungle in search of diamonds.

Vinci used aid, but the climb is now free with an overall grade of TD and
a technical crux of VlI-. Actually, there are only three pitches of VI or
above, making this a route that will appeal to the mountaineer rather than
the rock athlete. What is unusual for a route of this type is"that every
pitch, irrespective of grade (and the easiest is a mere III+), is superb and
gives varied climbing that is often sensationally positioned.

I carried a vaguely drawn topo which I kept carefully hidden, juggling
the lead so that I arrived nicely below the crux. Tying firmly into the belay
anchors I beckoned my man to the front. This seemed a most sensible
move at the time as the first 25ft or so looked totally runnerless. The
pitch was superb - a succession of delightfully precarious moves that I
thoroughly enjoyed with the rope above. Unfortunately, I paid for my
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cowardice by later having to lead the other two tricky pitches. Although
half a grade less in standard, one of these actually contained the hardest
move on the route.

Do go and climb it, but remember that flared and shallow cracks are
typical of this part of the world, and a selection of Friends 1-3 will prove
extremely useful. We wore light windproofs and were warm whilst climb
ing in the sun, but a hand feeling for holds on the shady flank of the ridge
rapidly became chilled.

Reaching the top after seven hours, we quickly embarked on the rappel
descent. It turned out to be complex, serious, and judging by the gear in
place seldom used, though I suppose the fact that it was pitch dark for
much of the way may have influenced my feelings. Ascents of the S ridge
tend to be infrequent and, despite reports of a partially improved line of
rappel anchors, a recent party still felt the descent rather unsafe. In retro
spect, with the current paucity of snow on the normal W ridge descent, we
would have been far quicker going over the top, even in rock boots. The
only other thing you ought to know,.should you ever be returning at around
the same hour, is that the Gianetti hut in the middle of the night bears a
remarkable similarity to anyone of the multitude of large boulders that
litter the surrounding area.

Winter arrived dramatically the following day, allowing us only to dream
of what might have been. As we passed our bivouac spot of seven nights
earlier, almost nine inches of snow lay thickly on the sagging roof of the
old cowshed. The many other attractive objectives, accessible from the
Gianetti hut, would have to wait for another year.

The greatest exposure on the Vinci route had occurred when perched
high above the sheer E face, and in 1992 two fine lines were added to this
area of splendid rock. Both routes were climbed by parties which included
the current local hotshot, Gianluca 'Rampikino' Maspes. Dalai Lama more
or less follows the right side of the prominent pillar (400m: VII), and the
huge diedre to the left is taken by - you guessed it - Gran Diedro, also at
VII.

In contrast, the SW face of the Cengalo is a little too disjointed to pro
vide any major lines, although the most direct, put up in 1962 with 50 pegs
and 32 bolts, is now reported to give a fine, nine-pitch free climb at VI+.
To the SE of the Cengalo the Sentiero Roma reaches the wild upper cirque
of the Ferro valley by crossing the Passo Camerozzo. South of this pass
lies the Pizzo Camerozzo - a nice little peak in its own right - and from its
summit a long and almost horizontal ridge continues south for some
distance to the Punta Bertani. The crest is quite narrow in parts, the climb
ing often exposed, and the flanks offer no escape. Locally it is considered
a very worthwhile medium-grade expedition (IV), but this sort of climb
ing is no longer fashionable and nowadays it is attempted much less
often.

Impressive lines on the W face of the Bertani prove on closer inspection
to be disappointingly easy and rather lichenous, but the steep smooth
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walls overlooking the Ferro valley have recently been scrutinised by two
of the most prolific modern activists of the region - Sonja Brambati and
Paolo Vitali. This dynamic husband and wife team, who live just down
the road alongside the limestone spires of the Grigna, has created many
new routes in the last ten years. Asterix (VII-) and Obelix (VI and AI),
which take parallel and bolt-protected lines up the 300m SE face of the
Bertani, are just two of their many fine offerings.

The Bertani and, to its south, the Punta Moraschini are topographically
referred to as Monte Scione or 'Whirlwind Peak'. The Moraschini is a
striking summit with a conspicuous rounded pillar on the NW face. Seen
from the Gianetti hut the pillar looks remarkably blank and is guarded at
its base by overhanging yellow walls. This inhospitable appearance no
doubt put off any serious inspection until the first ascent in 1979, when
local guru Giuseppe 'Popi' Miotti, partnered by two other well-known
names in Bregaglia climbing, Madonna and Merizzi, took a closer look.
They were amazed by the relative ease of the ascent and the quality of the
climbing, which went completely free (mainly IV and V with a crux - a
delicate traverse round a roof - of VI). Despite successfully climbing this
feature at the height of summer, the team found that the peak really did
live up to its name and they christened their climb The Pillar of the Polar
Wind. It is now considered a modern classic of the valley, although it still
receives relatively few ascents.

So, what of the Badile? The shortest and, together with the sombre NW
face, least frequented side of the mountain is the SW wall. It was first
climbed in 1904 by a disgusting couloir towards the left side of the face,
but the most alluring feature is a steep and conspicuous pillar rising above
the central amphitheatre. It was left to local boy Giulio Fiorelli to make
the first ascent in 1957 and so create the best route on the wall. Again,
some aid was used, but the crux pitch, turning a yellow roof on the right
side of the pillar, is now climbed free at VI- .

The sunny SE wall is a much more attractive prospect and sports the
very popular Molteni route, which finishes fractionally to the left of the
bright yellow Radaelli bivouac hut close to the summit. Mario Molteni
created a number of worthwhile routes before his demise after the first
ascent of the NE face, but this is often considered his finest - linking the
weak points on the wall by a splendid piece of route-finding. Several local
experts feel it is equal, if not superior in quality, to any other route of a
similar standard on the Italian side of the range. The last four or five pitches
leading onto, then up, the crest of the pillar immediately right of the nor
mal route are simply superb.

There are now six lines on this face, though more than half use the Molteni
start, owing to the difficulty of creating an independent line through the
barrier of overhangs that characterise much of the base area of this wall.
The most difficult free climbing is currently found on La Muchacha de las
Bragas de Oro - a 1991 route by Jose Maria Jimeno (a visiting Spaniard who
appears to have spent a large part of his active life on the bold slabs of the
Mello valley) which climbs the small pillar at the right extremity of the
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face (300m: VII). However, one or two of the existing routes still contain
sections of aid and must nowadays be prime targets for high-standard,
all-free ascents.

Almost 160 years ago, Douglas Freshfield, that great explorer of peaks
and passes in this wild region, spoke of 'granite buttresses so bold that
grandeur is the last element the scenery could be accused of wanting'.
Climbing standards may have risen, but the sentiment remains unchanged.
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